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Cruise critic cabin reviews celebrity silhouette

Celebrity Silhouette from Celebrity Cruises Since her inaugural trip in July 2011. Along with the iconic celebrity lawn club, which boasts real grass as well as an ocean-inspired solarium, Silhouette is an example of luxury and enjoyment. And when it comes to fun, Silhouette has that, too. The large Silhouette Theatre hosts epic
performances, including full-scale performances, musicals and comedies, so travelers can enjoy live entertainment at night. In January 2020. Expected upgrades to this Solstice-class ship include fully redesigned cabins, upgraded dining rooms, new boutiques and an improved spa experience. A whopping 85% of cabins in Silhouette
include balconies. This means that most passengers on board can enjoy private outdoor seating areas with stunning ocean views. Celebrity Silhouette Itineraries and Departure Ports Travelers who want to see the world will appreciate the ship's diverse itineraries, with journeys range from 6 to 16 nights. European cruises may include
stops in Scandinavia, Russia and the Mediterranean. The ship offers a dedicated 7-night Norwegian fjord cruise departing from Southampton, England. Departing from Fort Lauderdale, Caribbean cruises include ports of call in the U.S. Virgin Islands, Antigua and Barbados. The ship also offers trips to South America and the Canary
Islands and offers a special cruise to the northern European capitals. Before you book This boat is best for: Celebrity Silhouette is all about luxury. Travelers looking for a holiday that revolves around smudges, unique dining experiences and first-class entertainment should appreciate Silhouette's amenities. These include a full-service spa,
6 whirlpools and more than 10 specialty restaurants. In addition, with a lack of park-style entertainment activities, the boat provides a more relaxed environment that favors relaxation. You should know: Although Silhouette offers structured children's programs and child-friendly spaces, most of the ship's amenities are designed with adults
in mind. Families with children who want uninterrupted action and the high-octane thrill of amusement park-style driving may prefer a mega-boat with more active choices. The amenities to be done on celebrity Silhouette Silhouette's Lawn Club lawn provide a grassy outdoor recreation area. Travelers can picnic, play boccie, or take a
refreshing nap in one of the ship's hammocks. For those who love indoor entertainment, there is a sprawling casino, which offers blackjack, slots, roulette, and poker games. Live entertainment is offered day and night throughout the ship, and varies depending on the ship's destination. Travelers who enjoy more interactive parties can
learn how to pair food and wine on a course on board. There is also a seminar on the ship's iLounge. The silhouette also offers art auctions, games and traditional cruise favorites such as bingo and karaoke. With its unique selection of bars and lounges, Celebrity Silhouette also has a vibrant nightlife. From the ice table at the Martini boat
bar to quasar futuristic nightclub, each place has a distinct atmosphere and menu. Most stay active late into the night. Celebrity Silhouette's boat highlights Celebrity Lawn Club, along the Lawn Club Grill Silhouette Theater with live entertainment Fortunes Casino, including slots, roulette, and blackjack Sky Observation Lounge Solarium
adults-only pool and lounge Oceanview Cafe, featuring international buffet Specialty dining areas including Qsine, Sushi on Five, and Murano Luminae for the Suite Traveller Class Fun Factory program for children 3 to 11 X-Club for ages 12 to 17 Unique selection of bars and nightclubs , including Quasar, Martini Bar and Ensemble
Lounge andLounge internet café Cellar Masters wine bar Four pools and six cabin Jacuzzis Celebrity Silhouette While passengers can choose from several cabin categories on Celebrity Silhouette, about 85% of the ship's accommodation includes private balconies. Elegant, air-conditioned silhouette-style cabins have a variety of
amenities. These include interactive TVs, 24-hour room service, daily storage and delivery of fresh ice on request. Travelers who choose to stay in the suite can access additional facilities. This includes butler service and a free dinner at the exclusive Luminae Restaurant, which serves global cuisine and seats with apartment class cruise
ships only. Celebrity Silhouette dining When it comes to dining spots on Celebrity Silhouette, cruise ships have no shortage of choices. Their collective menus contain dishes that stretch all over the world. The ship's buffet, offered at Oceanview Café, serves international prices and American favourites to any taste. Qsine, a favorite among
reviewers, has a unique, playful approach to the kitchen, giving travelers a unique dining experience on small plates. For a quick bite, casual venues such as Mast Grill let cruisers grab a bite without having to change out of their swimsuit. For travelers looking for healthier foods, AquaSpa Café offers a small menu of nutritious items,
including wraps, smoothies and freshly pressed juices. Celebrity Silhouette (c) John Fry, 2018 If you climbed Celebrity Silhouette and didn't disembark at any of the ship's ports, it would be no different than staying at a swan resort. Choose your route carefully and the sun will shine every day, you can relax by the pool and drink cocktails,
and in the evening you can dress up for dinner, catch a show or dance in the early hours of the morning. But the truly brilliant thing is that while Celebrity Silhouette has all the trappings of a luxury hotel resort, this 122,400-ton behemoth is actually on the move. Processing sedately across the sea at cruising speed of 24 knots, you will
wake up every morning with a whole new view. Your hotel travels with you as you visit one bucket list destination after the next, and you don't even have to unpack! Who for Cruising is usually associated with older passengers, but Celebrity works hard to bring younger audiences on board, especially those with families. In many ways it is
an ideal adventure for those with small children; The children's club and pool will always be just a few minutes away from your cabin, and you have complete flexibility over activity schedules, entertainment and meals. Please note that the ship holds almost 3,000 passengers. Your cabin or apartment Cabins are for yachts and ferries; on
board Celebrity Silhouette you will stay in a cabin or apartment. The main difference is in size: while the word cabin resembles a small, confined space, in the cabin you can stretch out comfortably. Think of it as a deluxe hotel room that happens to be on the surface. Concierge Class Stateroom (c) Celebrity Silhouette More than 85 percent
of celebrity Silhouette guest accommodations have balconies or ocean views, and you will definitely sleep above the waterline so there is no risk of feeling claustrophobic. Our Stateroom balcony came with two twin beds - which can be transformed into a queen for a couple - 100 per cent cotton sheets and plush pillows and duvets. Deluxe
Ocean View with Veranda (c) Celebrity Silhouette Private Balcony is a real boon. Not only does it make the room feel much bigger - there is effectively no end wall so you can sit in bed and see through the sliding doors as far as the skyline is concerned - but you always have some quiet seating area. We never got tired of waking up in
front of sight of the waves, sitting outside reading in the afternoon, or opening a bottle of bubbles for a cheeky aperitif before dinner. You eat and drink You don't want to think about how much weight you will get on a cruise. Unless you are incredibly self-disciplined, the volume and variety of foods and drinks will get the better of you.
Accept that and enjoy it. For relaxed dining at any time of the day, Celebrity Silhouette's Oceanview Cafe is open 24 hours a day. International dishes change every few hours, and as they are served buffet style, you can have any combination or quantity you choose. Mast Grill by the pool is your state of alert for fast food, and if you need
something lighter after your indulgence, Aquaspa Cafe has the healthiest choices. Part of the appeal of cruising is the chance to dress up for dinner every night. It's not mandatory, of course, but here and there donning an evening gown or black tie is great fun. Main dining room (c) John Fry The main dining room of celebrity silhouette
glitters with glass glass and chandeliers, and the impressive visual centerpiece is a multi-storey wine tower with 1,800 bottles Attenuous waiting staff seem to hover between tables, engaged in lively conversation with guests. If you are part of a group, you can dine together every night, but instead we choose to sit wherever there is room,
each time meeting new people. The food itself is the beginning of the conversation: the menu changes every night, and we have been treated to everything from shrimp and escargot to lobster, tender lamb chops and steaks. Celebrity Silhouette sails with more than 50,000 bottles of wine on board (c) John Fry Excellent food and company
requires a list of drinks to match, and Celebrity Silhouette sails with more than 50,000 bottles of wine on board. We defy you to try as many as 1% of them! Add to that a diverse range of cocktails, spirits and beers, and you can really have a very happy time. We tended to make good use of the Pool Bar for mojitos, and later in the day we
went to Martina Bar &amp; Crush to watch the bartenders tap the show. Sky Observation Lounge was the best place for a night cup: the wrapper around the window is great for seeing stars shimmering above the ocean while sitting comfortably inside. Celebrity Silhouette Board Party If your (failed) decision for this year was to get to the
theater more often, all you have to do is book yourself on a cruise. Celebrity Silhouette has a full-size auditorium and a different production every night. Expect a Broadway show one night and cabaret the next, with classic Cirque du Soleil-style stunts for good measure. Artist quality, music and costumes compete reliably with this in
London theatres, and you won't be paying £100 tickets: the shows are absolutely free. Nightly entertainment (c) John Fry Elsewhere on board, a screening of the film and conversations take place at Celebrity Central, a smaller lecture theatre. There is a games room and a well-stocked library, casino and parade shop. Library (c) John Fry
When your cruise itinerary has lots of port calls, you'll be active going ashore to explore. In the sea days, however, we swam in the ship's indoor and outdoor pools, played boules on the lawn and took zumba and yoga classes. Our faces haven't darkened the hall door, but there's always that opportunity to practice. Sailing routes for 2019
The Celebrity Silhouette follows the best weather around the world. In winter, you will find a ship circling between Florida and the Caribbean; and then in April sails back across the Atlantic to Europe. We boarded in Southampton on a 14-night cruise through Scandinavia and Russia, but there are also routes through the Norwegian fjords,
to Iceland and down to the western Mediterranean. Mediterranean.
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